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Legendary Falcon up for auction
A legendAry Ford Falcon, a 1971
Xy gTHO Phase III, is to go under the
hammer via grays Online with a starting
bid of just $9. But the car is expected to sell
for between $600,000 and $750,000.
The online auction officially starts at 6pm
on Thursday, March 26, and ends at 8pm on
March 31.
The gTHO is the most expensive
Aussie-built car ever sold at auction.
Another example, which was previously
owned by former Australian fast bowler Jeff
Thomson, sold for more than $1 million in
2018.
The example up for auction this time
doesn’t have the same big name attached.
But it is build no. 22 of 300 and has
undergone a full restoration.
The car has not been driven since the
restoration and retains its original engine.
The 5.8-litre V8 makes 224kW — 300
horsepower in the measure of its day —

and is matched to a four-speed manual
transmission.
The gTHO was once the world’s fastest
four-door car and has immense Australian
motorsport pedigree with race versions
dominating at Bathurst during the early
1970s.
The gTHO Phase III isn’t the only
classic Aussie muscle car up for auction.
There is also a 1977 Holden Torana lX SS
A9X, which is expected to sell for between
$450,000 and $500,000.
One of just 33 built, it campaigned
in the 1978 Australian Touring Car
Championship, among numerous other
motorsport events, and even comes with its
original CAMS logbook.
The car underwent a full restoration by
renowned Australian car collector david
Bowden about 15 years ago.
Two years ago, another 1977 Holden
Torana SS A9 — one of only 33 examples

built — was sold for $500,000. This
particular car has only 14 kilometres on the
clock and has been stored in a bricked-up
garage for more than 30 years.
grays Online Auto boss Michael Bray
says it is a shame that with the departure of
Holden the rivalry with Ford has changed
forever. But it is still exciting to see the
legends going head-to-head on the auction
podium.
Analysts predict
the spike in classic
Holden prices could
be shortlived following
the announcement of
the brand’s departure in
February.
Speaking to news
Corp Australia at the
time, Shannons national
auction manager
Christophe Boribon

said there could be nostalgia value in some
old cars but he could see only a few vehicles
with the potential to surpass the $1 million
record set by the gTHO Phase III.
“I think if there is one, it would be one
of the racing cars, one of the Bathurst cars,”
said Boribon. “The following that Brock
VK Commodores and Toranas have carries
a lot of weight.”

Off-road interview with Hayden Paddon
THE Whanganui Chronicle fired
a few questions at Hayden Paddon
about travel while back home on
Hyundai NZ ambassador duty...
Where did you go on your
first overseas trip, and what are
your strongest memories from
it? Canberra, Australia, a surprise
for my 13th birthday to watch a
rally. Australia’s animals are most
memorable to me, especially the
snakes.
What was a standard family holiday
like when growing up? A camping
trip with the whole family to the lakes
in the central South Island. My most
fond memories were formed on these
trips. I regret that we don’t get enough
time for it now.
Who has most inspired your
travels? Motorsport has required me

to travel all over the world to compete.
Some years I’ve caught as many as
150 flights.
What is the best trip you’ve ever
been on? I have great memories of a
short trip to Fiji a couple of years ago.
It was a spur-of-the-moment decision
to join my family there during a
difficult time and allowed me to
escape things for a while.
The worst? none spring to mind, I
think any time you are lucky enough
to travel you should appreciate it and
not take it for granted.
What’s your approach to packing
for an overseas trip? Time is limited
for me so I have to pack quickly.
I’m never fully unpacked from the
previous trip, so that helps. I always
take enough underwear and training
clothes for the days I’m away,

anything extra is a bonus.
What is the destination that
most surprised you - good or bad?
Scandinavia. There are so many
similarities to new Zealand. despite
the hustle and bustle of central and
western europe nearby, it’s quiet,
relaxed and picturesque.
Where was your most memorable
sunrise/sunset? The best sunset would
be in Sardinia, in the Mediterranean.
It’s unbelievable the way the sun
reflects off the ocean and surrounding
mountains.
What do you miss most about
home when you travel? My family,
friends and our lifestyle. We have
it very good here in new Zealand
which I took for granted until I lived
overseas. I always look forward to
returning to new Zealand.

From attraction to addiction
by Dean Evans

When I say “barn”, in reality it is
a 300sqm protective and modern
MurPHy’S law was on song.
concrete slabbed shed, with walls
My original 67,000km, red 1991 to floors to keep out vermin and
nissan Pulsar gTI-r only comes other unwanted guests.
out a handful of times a year, but
The big question is why?
I got the perfect excuse to give
The answer to that dates back to
it a run to visit the owner of the
the year 2000.
world’s biggest collection of Pulsar
“I owned a
gTI-rs.
Mitsubishi Starion
And of course, for the first time eX,” says dave.
in a long hot summer, it rained.
“Then I bought
The owner, simply known as
a Pulsar gTI . . .
dave (a nod to early nissan
which was good fun.
Motorsport WrC driver david
But then I saw a
llewellin), recently posted a
black Pulsar gTIrather eye-opening video of his
r. I bought that
collection, totalling 18 nissan
for $12,000 back in
Pulsar gTI-rs — 19 if you add
2000 and just loved
one parts shell off-site — in
it.”
various states and conditions from
That purchase still
complete and road registered daily sits in the shed, still
drivers to a ravaged shell used only loved, today.
for spares.
The attraction became mild
I located and visited dave at his obsession which became addiction.
“barn” located somewhere in the
dave started collecting gTIWaikato (to protect his privacy
rs, buying them from TradeMe,
and security).
Turners, private sales and even one

from Blenheim that his dad picked
up and drove back, resisting the
urge from a street racer provoking
him just minutes after the sale and
handover.
Over the next 14 years, along
with the collection of rA and rB

Pulsar gTI-rs — some standard,
some modified, some red, black,
ivory and grey and one sunroof
model — he also scooped up as
many parts as he could to add to

the collection, knowing that it will
all come together one day.
Collector, keeper and caretaker
with a sprinkling of hoarder, the
intentions of dave are quite noble.
“I’ve sold two of them over
that time,” he says. “And both
new owners wrote
them off within a
few weeks. “So the
way I see it, I’m
keeping them alive
and preserved for
the future – kind
of a custodian and
protector of the
model.”
He has a point,
as the plan is
definitely long-term.
A mechanic in his
30s, dave’s already
talking about his
retirement plans, and with a
decent chunk of change spent on
his shed to caretake this collection,
phase two includes expanding the
shed to include a workshop and

hoist off one end, where he can
tinker and play with and rebuild
each car in his own time . . . as car
guys who are not into fishing or
drinking tend to do for relaxation.
With the car collection stalled at
18, while the gTI-r car collection
may have stopped five years ago,
the hunt for parts never stops.
That’s partly the problem with
owning a car that celebrates its
30th anniversary this year.
Some parts, particularly the
bespoke and exclusively-produced
parts for this model, are getting
hard to find.
“you could look at it like a
KiwiSaver/superannuation fund,
and it’ll be a hobby to work
through and sell off a handful of
cars.”
That’s the plan. rebuild and sell
five, keep 13 and rebuild the others
as road, rally or race cars.
And for that, we put our faith
into dave, a saviour and messiah
of the Pulsar gTI-r, one who will
look after them on our behalf.
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Tesla Model Y no tweaked-up 3
SInCe Tesla started delivering Model S
vehicles back in 2012, the brand has led the
international electric vehicle charge and has
sold an incredible number of vehicles.
While the Model S and Model X were
both good sellers, the Model 3 has proved
its worth by beating other traditional cars in
its segment, but is set to be overtaken by the
Model y.
unlike previous releases from the American
brand, the Model y has beaten its deadline by
around six months, with select customers over
in the united States already taking delivery of
the compact SuV.
To keep costs down, Tesla reportedly
borrowed as much as possible from the
Model 3, as opposed to the Model X, when
developing the Model y.

While the Falcon wing doors and other
quirks made the Model X unique, it drove up
the bottom line significantly.
They might look similar but the Model y
is not just a tweaked Model 3 — there’s a lot
more going on there. The y is taller, wider and
longer than the 3, and possesses a wider track.
This makes it about 160 kilograms heavier
than the 3.
new Zealand pricing hasn’t been announced
for the Model y, but over in America, the
3 starts at $40,000, and the y at $53,000.
Straight conversions won’t give you the correct
number here but it gives a good idea as to
what expect when it lands.
like the rest of Tesla’s line-up, “long
range” and “Performance” models are
available.

Automobile industry answering call of duty
FACTOrIeS that crank out cars and
trucks looking into making much-needed
ventilators. distilleries intended for whiskey
and rum to instead turn out hand sanitisers
and disinfectants. And an electronics maker
that builds display screens repurposed for
surgical masks.
All are answering the call of duty amid a
pandemic that has so far claimed more than
11,000 lives and sickened 260,000 people
globally.
But redirecting plants to make completely
different products will take a long time
and a huge effort — possibly too long for
some companies to help with medical gear
shortages that are becoming more acute every
day.
“When you are repurposing a factory,
it really depends on how similar the new
product is to the existing products in your
product line,” said Kaitlin Wowak, a professor
at the university of notre dame who focuses
on industrial supply chains. “It’s going to
be a substantial pivot to start producing an

entirely different item.”
late last week, President donald Trump
said he invoked the Korean War-era
defense Production Act, which allows the
government to marshal the private sector to
fight the Covid-19 pandemic. But he did not
give examples as to how he was using it.
Trump singled out gM and Ford as
among the many businesses that have asked
to start making medical gear like ventilators,
the need for which he said has grown into
the hundreds of thousands.
neither automaker was building ventilators
as of yesterday but gM announced last week
that it was working with ventilator maker
Ventec life Systems to ramp up production.
The automaker said it would help with
logistics, purchasing and manufacturing,
but stopped short of saying it would make
ventilators in its own factories, which have
been idled for two weeks after workers who’d
been fearful of contagion put pressure on the
company.
Crosstown rival Ford, which also

Factories shut
IT’S no surprise the Covid-19 pandemic
is wreaking havoc upon the world’s
economy, and automotive manufacturers
have taken precautions to combat the
effects of the virus’s spread.
exotic Italian brands Ferrari and
lamborghini shut their factories down and
Volkswagen did the same thing, although
it had a few more factories to worry about.
The german brand has brought plants
in Spain, Portugal, Slovakia, and Italy to a
grinding a halt while other plants around
europe have been given orders to close
down “in the coming weeks.”
These seemingly drastic measures
are being put in place for the
safety and welfare of the workers,
VW says, as “work is carried
out shoulder to shoulder on the
assembly lines.”
Office workers at the german
brand had already been instructed
to work from home, which is the
same for most automakers around
the world in general.
“The corona pandemic presents
us with unknown operational
and financial challenges,” said
VW group chief executive officer

Herbert diess.
“We will succeed in overcoming the
corona crisis by pooling our strengths and
with close cooperation and high morale in
our group.”
Interestingly, VW production in China
has since resumed following a short break,
as the virus has reportedly been brought
under control over there.
uS automotive manufacturers such as
Ford and general Motors are carrying on
with business as usual for now but it’s very
likely that this stance is going to change in
the near future.

suspended factory production along with
other automakers with operations in north
America, confirmed that it too was in
discussions with the Trump administration
about helping.
“We’re looking at feasibility,” Ford
spokesman T.r. reid said. “It
may be possible but it’s not like
you go from rangers (small
pick-ups) one day to ventilators
the next. We’re figuring out what
is possible now.”
Ford and rolls-royce PlC
also are working with the British
government to see if they can
switch over their factories.
“We are keen to do whatever
we can to help the government
and the country at this time and
will look to provide any practical
help we can,” rolls-royce said
in a statement.
There are many issues
automobile factories would

have to overcome to make medical parts
in a short period including sanitation and
manufacturers willing to share knowledge,
expertise and even factory workers to transfer
production elsewhere.

Dear Supercars fans...
On behalf of the Virgin Australia
Supercars Championship, I want to provide
an update on our plan for managing the
2020 Championship during the months
ahead.
We have been working diligently to assess
all available options to ensure continuity of
the Series.
Obviously, the situation is evolving, but
we acknowledge the need to act decisively
with the information we have at hand.
Our sport is a visceral experience and
rather than run without crowds, we
decided, along with our key broadcast and
government partners, to delay any further
racing until June. Tasmania, Auckland and
Perth events are all postponed until later in
the year, not cancelled.
Fortunately, our calendar this year enables
us to do this.
Supercars’ priority is to deliver the
14-round 2020 championship
for our fans and partners,
irrespective of the dates.
Bathurst will obviously
proceed on its scheduled date.
We have a plan for how we
can make that happen and will
begin discussions with all of our
stakeholders over the coming
days to lock this in.
We anticipate that we
will be able to formalise and
communicate this plan within
the next few weeks. In the
meantime, we are unique and
fortunate in that we are able to

simulate our racing via eSports.
So, between now and late June, Supercars
will host, via Twitch, Fox Sports and Kayo,
an eSeries Championship where fans will
get to see our stars battle it out in a virtual
world while we wait to go racing again for
real.
Our new annual behind the scenes
docuseries, The Inside line - A Season
with erebus Motorsport, will ensure that, in
conjunction with our eSeries, Supercars and
its stars stay in our fans’ living rooms over
the coming days and weeks.
eight episodes of this series will be
available from March 30 on Foxtel, Fox
Sports and Kayo.
We wish our fans, partners and people all
the best through these challenging times.
Sincerely,
Sean Seamer, Supercars CeO
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EASY
DRIVER...
Finance
•

MTF
152 Ormond Road .................. 868 8490

Motorcycles
•

Gisborne Honda
368 Gladstone Road ............... 868 9109

Holden! A very popular car here in NZ

Panel Beaters
•
•

Allan Kellett Panel & Paint
72 Disraeli Street .................... 867 8088
Gisborne Motors Panel and Paint
Mid City - Grey Street.............. 867 6759

Illustration and story by Doug Curtis

Parts Department
•
•

Eastland Toyota
62 Carnarvon Street................ 867 9444
Enterprise Auto One
329 Gladstone Road .............. 867 8368
Gisborne Motors
Mid City - Grey Street.............. 867 6759

Spray Painters
•
•

Allan Kellett Panel & Paint
72 Disraeli Street .................... 867 8088
Gisborne Motors Panel and Paint
Mid City - Grey Street.............. 867 6759

Tyre Dealers
•

Goodyear Tyres
125 Grey Street ...................... 868 1938

Vehicle Servicing
•
•
•
•
•

Eastland Toyota
62 Carnarvon Street................ 867 9444
Enterprise Commercial Centre
310 Gladstone Road ............... 868 4581
Enterprise Service Centre
342 Palmerston Road ............. 867 8368
Gisborne Motors
Mid City - Grey Street.............. 867 6759
Goodyear Tyres
125 Grey Street ...................... 868 1938

Wheel Alignments
•

Goodyear Tyres
125 Grey Street ...................... 868 1938

WOF
•
•
•

11773-01

•

Eastland Toyota
62 Carnarvon Street................ 867 9444
Enterprise Service Centre
342 Palmerston Road ............. 867 8368
Gisborne Motors
Mid City, Grey Street ............... 867 6759
Goodyear Tyres
125 Grey Street ...................... 868 1938

FOR MORE INFO OR BOOKINGS
CONTACT: Andy Searle
Phone 869 0616 • Email:
andy.searle@gisborneherald.co.nz

Leave message, name & phone no. and I will contact you.

I WAS with my brother-in-law ron
when he bought one of this model in
Tauranga Washers garage.
His car was the premier, top-of-theline eJ model for which he traded in
his immaculate 1956 Vauxhall Cresta.
The car was fitted with an automatic
transmission, making it easy to drive.
The car I have drawn was featured
in Classic Car magazine and was a
different colour that I did not have, so
I changed it to a colour I remembered.
The white hood was an option and
in summer helped to keep heat down
in the car.

The body of these cars were solid
and well designed, with large boot
space.
The cars had bench seats that
seated six and the gear change for
the manual three-speed gearbox
and automatic option was steering
column-mounted, giving leg space for
front seat passengers.
The independent front suspension
was coil spring short and long arm
Surfcity Rod and Custom Club
and the rear was by normal semiSurfcity chill and grill
elliptic leaf springs.
Last Friday of each month at Carl’s
The brakes were drum — front
Jr from 6pm. All special interest
and rear — with a mechanical rearvehicles welcome.
operated handbrake.
The six-cylinder overhead valve
Gas Guzzlers Breakfast
motor
was the same as the earlier cars,
First Sunday of each month
with a capacity of 2.26 litres.
Behind the Courthouse,
They were an easy car to drive
8am-11am. Rick 027 490 1373
and about late 1962 I drove one,
Auto
Centre a stationwagon, from Auckland to
AutoService
Service Centre
East Coast Museum
Specialising
in
mags,
tyres and
Specialising
ingisborne
mags,
tyres and
Specialising in mags,
of Technology
for car dealer John lysaght.
servicing
of
all
vehicle
tyres and servicing
of
Open Sun-Fri 10am-4pm,
servicing
ofTheall
roadvehicle
speed limit was 50mph
WOFsalland
Mechanical
Repairs.
Sat 1pm-4pm Main Rd, Makaraka
vehicle
WOFs
and
(80kmh)
in
those
days.
and
Mechanical Repairs.
AgentsWOFs
for Cooper
Tyres
Mechanical
Repairs.
The
cost
of
the
standard car was
Gis. American Car Club
Agents for solar panels.
Agents for 1130
Cooper
Tyres
pounds — for me at that time,
Various Events
Reduce power costs.
a
full
Authorised
Cooper
Dealer
Agents
for solar panels. year’s salary as a government
Colin 868 1454; Rick 027 490 1373 Go Solar.
Go Green.
vehicle inspector.
Reduce power costs. The top-of-the-line Hydromantic
Tairawhiti Aviation Museum
Open Tuesday 9am-4pm and
Go Solar. Go Green. auto transmission model was 1381
Sunday 9am-4pm Gisborne Airport
pounds.
There are not a lot on the road these
Ulysses Motorcycle Club
days
and most of those have been
Ph 06 868 1938 • Mob 027 451 7003
Monthly meeting held on the first
Tyres
Worth
Owning
fitted with higher-powered engines.
Fax 06 868 1910 • gistyres@xtra.co.nz
Thursday of the month.
Holden gM in 1962 exported to
7.30pm at the Bushmere Arms.
125 Grey St, Gisborne over 40 countries and had just chalked
Ph 06 868 1938 • Mob 027 451 7003
up one million cars made.

ACtIoN
Auto
ArouNd towN

Auto Service Centre

20518-01

•

30656-05

Ph 06 868 1938 • Mob 027 451 7003
Fax 06 868 1910 • gistyres@xtra.co.nz
Fax 06 868 1910 • gistyres@xtra.co.nz
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Covid-19 changes car habits

Otago Rally postponed
OTAgO rally organisers announced
the 2020 event planned for the weekend of
April 3-5 has been postponed indefinitely
due to the spread of Covid-19.
The rally, which was to be the opening
round of the new Zealand rally
Championship and the FIA Asia-Pacific
rally Championship will be run at a later
date this year, if that proves feasible.
Some planning had been done in the last
week to ascertain if the event could have
been run safely and to a high standard by
adopting measures that minimised crowd
sizes and avoided public gatherings.
However, the organisers have been
tracking the escalation of Covid-19 and
since last weekend it has become clear that
it would be neither practical nor socially
responsible to stage the event.
Calling off the event now minimises
further impact to competitors, before they
commit to travelling to dunedin.
“It is well understood that competitors
will have put their heart and soul into
preparing for the Otago rally and the
2020 championship,’’ organisers said in the
postponement statement.
“despite this, many competitors have

indicated that they need to withdraw,
as family, work and business are now an
immediate priority. All competitors will
have their entry free refunded in full.”
“The rally wishes to state their
appreciation of the support shown by
their fund givers, sponsors, volunteers and
competitors. Their messages have confirmed
how strong the dunedin and motorsport
communities are.
“Thousands of hours have been invested
in the 2020 event, fortunately it is likely that
a significant amount of this planning can be
reused in the next event.
“Supporters, the community and
competitors are reassured that there is no
risk to the capability in running future
events and the organisers look forward
to making this a reality at the first
opportunity.”
The rally receives Major events funding
from dunedin City Council, and is
supported by the Otago Community Trust.
The scheduled second round of both
the Asia-Pacific rally Championship and
the new Zealand Championship is the
International rally of Whangarei planned
for May 9-10.

WITH the Covid-19 pandemic wreaking
havoc on europe and America, countries
around the world are turning to China to
see how they managed to deal with their
outbreak of the potentially deadly virus.
This is mostly for preventative safety
planning, but Ipsos did the same thing for
the automotive industry and looked into
how the virus affected new car purchases in
the massive country. According to the “quick
survey” that was conducted at the end of last
month, the habits of Chinese commuters
changed drastically, with an unsurprising
shift towards hygiene-friendly options.
The biggest findings came out of the
survey looking at public transport habits
before and after the outbreak. As you’d
expect, public transport took a massive hit,
with most people opting for private cars
instead.
The percentage of people using the bus
fell by over 50 percent with taxis and ridesharing services also taking a decent hit. Bus

and Metro services fell from the top spot to
third position behind cars and motorcycles,
scooters and bikes.
Concern for hygiene on public transport
was obvious among non-car owners, where
66 percent revealed that they intend to
purchase a car within the next six months.
Of this “first-time-buying” group 77 percent
wanted a new car to reduce the chance of
infection. Alongside turning to new cars,
buyers placed an emphasis on “healthy
cars’”that feature technology that can prevent
the virus’ spread. These were features such
as filtered air conditioning systems and
anti-bacterial interiors. Buying cars online
also spiked in popularity, with potential
customers opting to test drive these vehicles
from the comfort of their own home.
Manufacturers such as general Motors are
capitalising on these findings, offering a 0
percent interest finance plan, and reminding
customers that buying cars online and
having them delivered options are available.

Lexus SUV goes into orbit
grass, the SuV hits a driveway culvert at
serious pace, and is launched into the air.
After flying for around 20 metres, the
lexus crashes back down to earth on
its roof, completely caving the SuV’s
structure in. Judging by the force of the
impact, witnesses assumed the worst for the
occupants inside.
According to a local report, both the
driver and passenger survived the ordeal,
but were taken to hospital with moderate
injuries. The driver ended up with a
few broken ribs, and the passenger was
discharged with a few bruises.
no information regarding the legal
consequences of the accident is available, but
we can imagine that the two drivers will be
in court in the near future. It’s just a miracle
that no one was killed here.

Watts Motors Ltd
132 Childers Road, Gisborne
Phone 867 4749 - Brian 021 222 0292 or Lance 021 222 4199
www.wattsmotors.co.nz
*Prices listed are for ASX LS. Free On Road Costs which includes WoF, registration and a
full tank of fuel. Visit mmnz.co.nz for full Diamond Advantage terms & conditions.

10year/ 160,000k
m Powe
rtrainWarran
ty(whichever
come
first) (nontransferable
). 5year/ 130,000km
NewVehic
le
Warran
ty(whicheve
r come
s first) (nontransferable
).

31386-04

STeAlIng the family car to go drag
racing is one thing for a mischievous
teenager to do, but absolutely destroying
it after launching off someone’s driveway?
That takes things to another level.
unfortunately for one Florida teen, this
became a reality after the illegal drag race
through a built-up residential area was
caught on a CCTV camera positioned on
one of the houses.
The video starts out perfectly normal as
two vehicles are filmed driving down the
street at a regular speed. A short time later,
the two vehicles head back in the other
direction at speed.
now the two vehicles are side-by-side
on the narrow lane, and the lexus rX gets
pushed to the grass verge by the hatch and
loses control. After a short trip across the
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Virus-hit F1 drivers,
fans turn to esports
PrOFeSSIOnAl racers barred from
real-world driving by the coronavirus crisis
have taken to gaming with surprising
results.
A last-minute online race, staged after
real-world race cancellations, attracted red
Bull F1 driver Max Verstappen, plus Indy
500 winner Simon Pagenaud, le Mans
champion neel Jani, Formula e winner
Antonio Felix da Costa and many others.
Torque esports chief executive darren
Cox said the game-based event attracted
an outstanding audience. “More people
watched ‘The race All-Star esports Battle’
online than a Formula One race on Sky TV
in the uK — that is an incredible statistic,”
he said.
race fans around the world are starved
of entertainment at the moment — but
the beauty of esports racing competition
is the fact you can set up events anywhere
around the world at any time. “With the
current Covid-19 situation, the ‘stay at
home economy’ is
surging and Torque
esports is ideally
positioned to provide
the fan base with
compelling virtual
versions of real-world
motorsport.”
The coronavirus
could be the tipping
point for esports
racing reaching a
much wider audience.
nASCAr changed

forever when a snowstorm on the east coast
of the uS kept hundreds of thousands of
people stuck at home — and they viewed
the 1979 daytona 500, creating leagues of
new fans overnight.
Cox has invested heavily in sim racing.
The former head of global motorsport for
nissan was instrumental in establishing
gran Turismo’s place as a platform for
professional online racing.
Sim racer Jernej Simoncic defeated the
likes of Verstappen in a race based on the
rFactor 2 game. In another race hosted
by Veloceesports, Mclaren driver lando
norris and F1 man turned Formula e ace
Stoffel Vandoorne competed against the
likes of real Madrid goalkeeper Thibaut
Courtois — with commentary by fellow
ex-racer Jolyon Palmer.
norris’s online racing experience proved
more popular than streams based on games
such as Fortnite, Minecraft, Call of duty
and league of legends. — news.com.au

2020 Corvette for sale in NZ
lAST year, Toyota’s reborn Supra was set
to take the spotlight from all other releases,
but Chevrolet ended up stealing the show
with the ground-breaking C8 Corvette.
not only could the naturally aspirated
V8-powered supercar hit 100kmh in
under three seconds, Chev also announced
the right-hand drive models were being
produced, meaning that it was to be sold in
new Zealand now.
Holden made the announcement, and was
set to send journalists over to America to
test the car, but obviously that fell through
with the death of the iconic Aussie brand,
and everything is a little up in the air
around the C8’s availability right now.
If you don’t want to wait for Chevrolet
to make up its mind about bringing the C8
down to new Zealand then a perfectly legal
left-hand drive model comes at a premium
cost.
upon the car’s unveiling, the world was

stunned to see Chevrolet offering the C8
from uS$60,000. Obviously, this wouldn’t
directly transfer over to nZd, but there
were rumours of it coming in under the
Camaro Zl1’s hefty $174,990 price tag.
That figure remains up in the air, but
the $259,800 figure that this Corvette is
offered at is a far cry from any price that
was thrown around previously, but is most
likely the price for having nZ’s first 2020
Corvette.
For that quarter-of-a-million price tag,
you get a Stingray coupe in the Z51 guise,
which is loaded with extras. It’s worth
noting that this is the top-spec car available
right now, before the highly-anticipated
Zr1 releases.
Powering the car is a 6.2-litre V8 that
produces 369kW and 637nm of torque.
This is enough to propel the Corvette to
100km/h 2.8 seconds, which is 0.1 seconds
faster than Chevrolet’s claim.

Kiwi teen signs deal with Red
Bull to become F1 Junior driver

The CX-30 range is now on
display at Gisborne Motors.
Book your test drive soon.

29686-22

GISBORNE MOTORS LTD
MID CITY, GREY STREET, GISBORNE PHONE 867 6759
www.gisbornemotors.co.nz

IT was not-so-quietly speculated about
behind the scenes at the recent new
Zealand grand Prix event, and now
17-year-old Pukekohe race driver liam
lawson’s 2019 plans have been revealed;
he’s been drafted into red Bull F1’s Junior
Team.
This will see lawson take on the Formula
european Masters series; an open-wheel
category that utilises 2018-generation
Formula 3 cars. The series has been formed
out of the ashes of the FIA european
Formula 3 championship that fellow Kiwi
(and Ferrari Academy junior) Marcus
Armstrong raced in last year. lawson will
race for german team Motopark.
While technically the 2019 will be the
category’s inaugural season, Motopark
should nonetheless expect to be a force to
be reckoned with given that they finished
second in last year’s drivers championship
with fellow red Bull Junior dan Ticktum.
Speculation pointed to red Bull being
one of several Formula1 teams
to show an interest in lawson
during the Toyota racing
Series season, with the likes of
renault and Alfa romeo also
linked by the media to the
talented teenager.
lawson becomes the first
Kiwi to be part of the red
Bull Junior programme since
none other than Brendon
Hartley. In a similar fashion,
Hartley was plucked in the
mid-’00s by red Bull, and

put on an open-wheel fast track where he
quickly carved a niche for himself across
europe in different open-wheel formulae.
red Bull’s junior programme has
struggled in years of late, but appears to
be in the midst of a renaissance. lawson
joins feisty Macau gP winner Ticktum
(great Britain), TrS teammate lucas Auer
(Austria), second-generation racer Jack
doohan (Australia), Formula 4 aces dennis
Hauger (norway) and Jonny edgar (great
Britain), karting maestro Harry Thompson
(great Britain), F3 regular Juri Vips
(estonia), and european Formula Masters
teammate for 2019 yuki Tsunoda ( Japan).
The nine-round Formula european
Masters series will kick off at the
Hockenheim in germany on May 3-5.
The series then will travel to Zolder,
Misano, norisring, Assen, Brands Hatch,
the lausitzring, the nurburgring, before
returning to Hockenheim for the season’s
finale.
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BMW’s worst car

IT turns out the office has a reasonably
diverse range of opinions on the now well
defunct BMW 3 Series Compact.
For two generations (e36 and e46),
the snub-tailed Beemer was the german
manufacturer’s entry-level car underneath
the rest of the normal-sized 3 Series range.
While the idea of a cheap small BMW
is fairly standard today, at the time both
Compact generations were met with a lot of
criticism for cheapening the brand’s heritage.
On the flipside, as pointed out aggressively
by Andrew ‘goose’ Sluys, the Compact
represents something very different. It’s now
considered to be a cheap and unique way to
get into slidey rear-wheel drive motoring,
and it’s also prime for a raft of very intereting
engine swaps thanks to its ample engine-bay.
There was one ‘big block’ 3 Series Compact,
being the 2.5-litre inline-six powered 323ti
and 325ti. But even in the era in which they
were produced, other options were out there
THe car versus cyclist debate is one that
Miraculously, the rider escaped this
for people who wanted to jam even more
has been fiercely fought since day one, and
incident without serious injury, but watched power in the maligned coupe.
while neither party gives in, governments
the black SuV speed off down the road.
One of the main brands behind this was
around the world are trying to ease the issue Any more force from the vehicle could’ve
tuning firm Hartge. Although it sadly folded
with dedicated cycle lanes.
left the cyclist with serious injuries or worse. last year, Hartge was considered a leading
unfortunately, for one reason or another,
grant neely, the driver of the Volvo
cyclists don’t use these lanes a lot of time,
was arrested as he was attempting to flee
leading to a number of near misses on busy the scene, while Tyler noe, the rider was
roads, and in some cases end up to death.
hospitalised for his injuries.
One cyclist from America was lucky to
In court, neely attempted to defend his
escape with his life after being struck while actions by stating that a pair of cyclists had
riding two abreast on a rural road. Shocking thrown a bike at his car from the side of the
footage from the other rider’s helmet
road, and he wasn’t in the wrong at all.
camera captured the brutal hit.
However, footage from the accident
While riding two abreast is discouraged
blatantly proved neely to be a liar, and the
on a road like this, it isn’t illegal, so the
jury charged him with reckless aggravated
cyclists aren’t in the wrong. The driver of
assault, lying to a federal agent, and
the black Volvo XC90 is most certainly in
obstruction of justice. He was sentenced to
the wrong in this case.
ten months in prison.

Driver sent to jail after
blatantly hitting cyclist

BMW specialist for a long time. And among
its more odd projects was this slightly
innocent looking 1997 323ti.
It’s currently on sale with auction house
rM Sotheby’s, who are set to offer it at
the upcoming essen auction on March
26–27 with no reserve. For a compact, it
does look rather nice. But the kicker is what
sits rumbling under the bonnet. This little
3 Series comes fitted with a 4.7-litre V8
engine. Specifically, it’s based on BMW’s
4.4-litre M52B44 unit — an engine that
featured in the e39 BMW 5 Series 540i, as
well as in the 7 Series and 8 Series. The build
was conducted in 1999, and wasn’t cheap. It
reportedly totaled 146,000 deutschmarks,
which equates to around $135,000 today.
Hartge carried out this swap and claimed
that the little V8 Compact could hit 100kmh
in less than five seconds, with a top speed of
270kmh coming if you had enough runway
to play with. In order to help with taming
the beast, Hartge also threw the six-speed
manual from a BMW M3, a Hartge’s-own
rear axle, an on-board computer, and a larger
tyre set at the little brute — along with those
aforementioned upgrades to suspension.

+3 years free
scheduled servicing*
Hurry, while stocks last.

ENTERPRISE MOTOR GROUP 323 Gladstone Road • Ph 867 8368 • a/h Steven Shields • 027 483 9666

31816-02

Hurry, while stocks last.

*CLEARANCE SALE available across a range of Holden vehicles at participating Holden dealers, while stocks last
or unless changed. Pricing may vary and is at the discretion of each participating Holden dealer. Clearance pricing
is not available with any other ofer. *FREE SCHEDULED SERVICING applies for 3 years or up to 100,000km as
speciied in the Service Warranty Booklet. Date and kilometre restrictions apply.
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